INTRODUCTlON
In today's j-ndustries, and on the factory floor, there is a fast growing interest in and usê of the programble rulti-functional mnipulator or ind6trial robot.
The industrial robot can be used excellêntly as a fast and precise posiÈioning or handling machine. However, in spi-te of its Mny quaLi-ties concerning speed and precision, thê robot also has its lini.taÈions. Due to the robot dynamics, the positioning accuracy is inversely proportional to the speed. Onê way of reducing Èhe effect of the robot dynanics is to alter the ratio between the mass and stiffness, e.g. by using new mterials. Ànother possibj,Iity is to dj-ninisb the negative effects of the dynanics without changing the dynmics thereelves. Now the aceracy and repeatability of the nanipulator can be inproved by adiling sore intelligence to the programed robot, i.e. by changing its program j-n such a way that any unwanted movemenÈ is compensated for.
For thj,s, it is essential that the dynamics of the robot arn axe knom a pri-ori. Recently, much attentj.on has been paial to the analysis of dynanic atructures of mnipulators (e.9. Àsada, 1983; Book, 1982) .
on the devêlopment of dynanic robot models a measuring system with the ability to reasure the position of a fixed. point of the robot arm as a function of time could be most useful. Such a measuring system could also be used when checking robot perfomnce and validating already developed models. T'lxe developrent of such a system is the subject of this study.
Basically, we are only interested in the position of one point on the robot arm, narely the one at the end of thê am, the Tool Center Point. various measurerents have shom (e.9. Beljaars, 
